Are patients with social developmental disorders prosopagnosic? Perceptual heterogeneity in the Asperger and socio-emotional processing disorders
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Summary

It has been hypothesized that social developmental disorders (SDD) like autism, Asperger’s disorder and the social-emotional processing disorder may be associated with prosopagnosic-like deficits in face recognition. We studied the ability to recognize famous faces in 24 adults with a variety of SDD diagnoses. We also measured their ability to discriminate changes in internal facial configuration, a perceptual function that is important in face recognition, and their imagery for famous faces, an index of their facial memory stores. We contrasted their performance with both healthy subjects and prosopagnosic patients. We also performed a cluster analysis of the SDD patients. One group of eight SDD subjects performed normally on all tests of face perception and recognition. The other 16 subjects were impaired in recognition, though most were better than prosopagnosic patients. One impaired SDD subgroup had poor perception of facial structure but relatively preserved imagery, resembling prosopagnosic patients with medial occipitotemporal lesions. Another subgroup had better perception than imagery, resembling one prosopagnosic with bilateral anterior temporal lesions. Overall, SDD subgroup membership by face recognition did not correlate with a particular SDD diagnosis or subjective ratings of social impairment. We conclude that the social disturbance in SDD does not invariably lead to impaired face recognition. Abnormal face recognition in some SDD subjects is related to impaired perception of facial structure in a manner suggestive of occipitotemporal dysfunction. Heterogeneity in the perceptual processing of faces may imply pathogenetic heterogeneity, with important implications for genetic and rehabilitative studies of SDD.
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Introduction

Subjects with social developmental disorders (SDD) have a lifelong dysfunction in their interactions with other people. These conditions include autism, Asperger’s disorder and the social-emotional processing disorder (SEPD), sometimes referred to as right hemisphere learning disability. The pathophysiology of these conditions remains unknown, and the aetiology of the majority of cases is unclear.

The human face is an important vehicle for social interaction. It communicates social engagement by the direction of gaze, emotional state by expression and social context by identification of its owner. The importance of the human face in social function is reflected in the fact that the diagnostic criteria for Asperger’s disorder and SEPD include impaired eye-to-eye gaze and facial expression. Also, in addition to the failure of
these subjects to produce these social behaviours, it has been hypothesized that they fail to perceive these social cues in the faces of others. Thus, impaired perception of facial expression in SDD has been reported by some (Hobson, 1987; Gioia and Brosinole, 1988; Hobson et al., 1988; Tantam et al., 1989), but not others (Teunisse and De Gelder, 1994). Functional imaging studies have suggested that adults with autism or Asperger’s disorder may fail to activate the fusiform face area during expression judgments (Critchley et al., 2000; Pierce et al., 2001).

Whether subjects with SDD are also impaired in recognizing facial identity is less certain. A possible link between developmental prosopagnosia—the failure to recognize familiar faces—and SDD has been suggested by reports that patients with childhood-onset prosopagnosia have SDD-like features (McConachie, 1976; Kracke, 1994; Barton et al., 2003; Pietz et al., 2003). Failure to recognize identity may impede the use of prior social encounters to cue role-appropriate interactions. The argument that perceptual deficits may lead to social failure is also supported by studies that report autistic-like features in some young children with visual loss (Fraiberg, 1977; Andersen et al., 1984; Goodman and Ashby, 1990; Cass et al., 1994; McAlpine and Moore, 1995; Brown et al., 1997) or apperceptive visual agnosia (Mottron et al., 1997; Jambaque et al., 1998).

However, a purported causal link between SDD and early-onset prosopagnosia can also run in the reverse direction (Trepagnier, 1998; Elgar and Campbell, 2001a, b; Grellotti et al., 2002). The expertise to discriminate the subtle differences that make a face unique likely develops during childhood, and requires both exposure and motivated interest (Carey, 1992). If there is a failure to develop normal social interest in others, even to the point of avoiding looking at faces (Swettenham et al., 1998), a normal perceptual expertise with faces may not evolve.

The implications of these two hypotheses differ. If poor social development impedes face recognition, then one might predict that all patients with SDD would be prosopagnosic. On the other hand, if childhood prosopagnosia impedes social development, then all prosopagnosic patients would have SDD, but it would not necessarily follow that all SDD patients would be prosopagnosic. That is, in this second scenario SDD could be a heterogeneous syndrome, with impaired face perception being only one of several factors that could lead to poor social skills.

The data on recognition of familiar faces in SDD is sparse and contradictory. While one study reported no deficit (Teunisse and De Gelder, 1994), another found impaired recognition of both faces and voices (Boucher et al., 1998). In this study, our first goal was to clarify the existence, degree and universality of impairments in face recognition in a group of adult subjects with SDD, mainly Asperger’s disorder and/or SEPD.

Our second goal was to probe the origins of face recognition problems in these subjects. Face recognition is a complex process that can be conceptualized as a series of stages (Bruce and Young, 1986). Failures in this process can theoretically occur at a number of loci. These have been broadly divided into apperceptive forms, in which the encoding of facial structure is faulty, and associative forms, in which an accurate percept fails to be matched correctly to the appropriate facial memory, because of either disconnection or destruction of facial memory stores (Barton, 2003). Our work with acquired prosopagnosia has shown that some patients fail to perceive the configuration of internal facial structure (Barton et al., 2002) and thus fall into an apperceptive category, whereas others have a more associative type of deficit, with a severe loss of facial memories as assessed through imagery tests (Barton and Cherkasova, 2003). We applied the same tests to patients with SDD to determine whether perceptual or memory deficits for faces were present.

Our third goal was to contrast the findings in SDD subjects with those of prosopagnosic patients. The functional deficits we described in prosopagnosia had visible anatomic correlates. Those impaired in perception of facial structure had occipito-temporal lesions, particularly involving the region of the fusiform face area on the right, whereas more anterior temporal damage was associated with severe defects in facial imagery and relatively preserved perception (Barton et al., 2002; Barton and Cherkasova, 2003). If SDD subjects had patterns of results that resembled those of a particular subgroup of prosopagnosic patients, this may suggest a potential anatomic correlate for further investigation in SDD.

Patients and methods

Subjects

The study was approved by the Committee on Clinical Investigations at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center. All subjects gave written informed consent after the experimental procedures had been fully explained, according to the Declaration of Helsinki.

SDD

We tested 24 adults with SDD who were recruited from adult outpatient clinics offering neuropsychological assessment in the Boston area. We limited our sample to those aged 16 years and over, because there is some evidence that face recognition skills may continue to mature during childhood. Subjects were excluded for histories of acquired brain disease or significant brain injury after the age of 5 years. All but eight subjects were taking medications for mood disorders or attention deficit, including bupropion, fluoxetine, venlaxafine, methylphenidate, sertraline and eitalopram. Our sample consisted of seven women and 17 men, with a mean age of 35.1 years (SD 10.2, range 16–48 years).

Diagnoses were made by the referring neuropsychologist and were confirmed by a second licensed neuropsychologist (D.S.M.) based on a thorough review of psychological, neuropsychological and medical evaluations, and supplemented by an interview with the subject and a parental informant whenever possible. We obtained detailed histories with attention to birth-related events, developmental milestones,
emotional adjustment, social history and family history. In addition, behavioural observations from the neuropsychological evaluation (see below) and the interview were recorded. Special attention was given to observations regarding paralinguistic communication ability including the use of eye contact, facial expression and gesture. The supplemental interview and behavioural observations addressed the material covered by the Autism Diagnostic Interview—Revised (Short Edition) (Lord et al., 1994) in a format appropriate for adults, adolescents and their parental informants.

Various diagnostic labels have been applied to developmental conditions that affect the processing of social and emotional information. These include Asperger’s disorder, autism, right hemisphere learning disability, non-verbal learning disability and SEPD. This reflects a lack of consensus about diagnostic criteria and the different approaches used to evaluate the subjects (psychiatric, neuropsychological, behavioural). Nevertheless, these different criteria overlap considerably in the area of social dysfunction. This is probably best captured by criterion A in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th edition (DSM-IV) diagnosis of Asperger’s disorder: namely, ‘qualitative evidence of impaired social interaction, manifest in non-verbal social behaviours, peer relationships, spontaneous social engagement, and social/emotional reciprocity’. We considered this, along with the exclusion of other pervasive developmental disorders and schizophrenia, to be the core criterion for the presence of an SDD.

Regarding specific diagnoses, our approach was planned to be neutral regarding the debate about diagnostic validity for separate SDD categories. We aimed to obtain sufficient information to determine whether subjects met criteria for each of three diagnostic categories: Asperger’s disorder, high-functioning autism and SEPD. We considered subjects to have SDD if they met Asperger criterion A and also additional criteria for at least one of these three syndromes.

Diagnosis of Asperger’s disorder by DSM-IV standards requires two additional criteria. First, subjects needed to demonstrate ‘restricted repetitive and stereotyped patterns of behaviour, interests, and activities’ (criterion B). This was considered present if subjects met the cut-off for autism on the repetitive behaviours and stereotyped patterns domain of the Autism Diagnostic Interview—Revised. Secondly, they had to have normal language development, specifically ‘single words used by age 2 years and communicative phrases used by age 3 years’ (criterion D).

In contrast, ‘the lack of delay or deviance in early language development’ is precisely what distinguishes Asperger’s disorder from autism in DSM-IV. Therefore, failure to meet criterion D for Asperger, or a history suggestive of a loss or regression in language or communicative abilities, indicated a diagnosis of autism. Since our adult subjects were living independently and scored full-scale intelligence quotients (IQs) in the normal range, they are considered as high-functioning autism.

SEPD is also referred to as right-hemisphere learning disability (Denckla, 1983; Weintraub and Mesulam, 1983; Voeller, 1986; Manoach et al., 1995) and shares diagnostic criteria with non-verbal learning disability (Rourke, 1987; Semrud-Clikeman and Hynd, 1990; Gross-Tsur et al., 1995). These disorders are not in DSM-IV as they have been defined mainly by the neurological rather than the psychiatric community. However, there are similarities with Asperger’s disorder. In our study, diagnostic criteria for SEPD overlapped with Asperger criteria A: ‘qualitative impairments in social interaction’, and the exclusions specified in criteria D and F: ‘no clinically significant general delay in language’ and ‘criteria not met for another specific pervasive developmental disorder or schizophrenia’. However, while a diagnosis of SEPD does not require the repetitive or stereotyped patterns of behaviour seen in Asperger’s disorder, it does require a neuropsychological profile indicating right hemispheric dysfunction, which Asperger’s disorder does not. Thus, an SEPD diagnosis also requires normal verbal intellect (verbal IQ > 90) and superior verbal versus non-verbal intellect as defined as a verbal IQ greater than performance IQ by 10 points or more (a 10-point discrepancy is significant at the P = 0.05 level; Wechsler, 1997). These criteria for SEPD are consistent with those of our previous studies (Weintrab and Mesulam, 1983; Sandson et al., 1994; Manoach et al., 1995, 1997) and of other groups (Voeller, 1986; Rourke, 1987; Semrud-Clikeman and Hynd, 1990; Gross-Tsur et al., 1995).

A substantial number of our subjects fulfilled criteria for both Asperger’s disorder and SEPD. Subjects were classified as meeting criteria for Asperger’s syndrome only (n = 2), SEPD only (n = 11), both Asperger’s disorder and SEPD (n = 8), or high-functioning autism (n = 3).

Other controls
As a contrast to the subjects with SDD, we provide data from a series of 12 adult patients with prosopagnosia. Nine had an adult-onset and three a childhood-onset form. All but two have been described in our prior reports (Barton et al., 2001a, 2002, 2003; Barton and Cherkasova, 2003). Of these two one is LH, a well-studied patient with trauma to predominantly right anterior temporal and occipitotemporal regions and a small degree of left occipital damage, and the other is CG, a patient with recent right occipitotemporal infarction.

Different groups of healthy controls had been obtained to provide normative data on each of the tests we applied, and these will be described for each test.

Test protocols
Baseline evaluation
We recorded years of education, parental socioeconomic status as assessed by the Hollingshead Index (Hollingshead, 1965), and handedness using the Edinburgh handedness battery (White and Ashton, 1976). All SDD subjects were evaluated with the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale III (Wechsler, 1981), giving verbal and performance IQ.
Subjects also completed the Social Skills Inventory, a self-report questionnaire concerning their social functioning. This includes 90 statements about emotional and social competency, on which subjects rate themselves on a 5-point scale. The ratings are summed to give a maximal score of 450. Lower scores indicate poorer social function.

We administered two standard neuropsychological tests that involve face processing. One was the Benton Face Recognition Test (Benton and van Allen, 1972). Items on this test use a novel target face placed above an array of different faces, from which the subject must find the face that matches the target face for identity. On some portions of the test the array and target differ in viewpoint and lighting. This tests the ability to form accurate percepts of faces. We also administered a standard perceptual discrimination test not involving faces, the Benton Line Orientation Test.

The second was the Warrington Recognition Memory Test (Warrington, 1984). This has two portions, one using words, the other using faces. Each portion shows a subject 50 items, following which each item is paired with a distractor, and the subject indicates which of the two items had been previously seen. This test measures short-term familiarity for visually presented stimuli.

Famous face recognition
We presented patients with a series of 20 famous and 20 unfamiliar faces in random order, and asked them first to identify which were familiar, and secondly to name them if possible. The famous faces were taken from the industries of entertainment or politics, spanning a large time period from the 1940s to the present. The test was presented on a series of paper sheets, with no time limitations. From their hit rates (famous faces identified as familiar) and false alarm rates (non-famous faces identified as familiar) we constructed measures of their discriminative ability (d’), using signal detection theory methods.

As an adjustment for a given subject’s prior knowledge of famous faces, we presented subjects with a list of the names of faces that they had failed to identify as famous. If they indicated that they had never heard or seen a certain person, that item was removed from the calculation of their final score. As further controls for exposure to and semantic knowledge about famous individuals, we used two famous names tests. One was a paired-name test, in which one famous name was paired with an invented name matched for ethnic origin. The famous names were again chosen to sample knowledge across many decades. In the other test, subjects sorted the names of 41 politicians and actors by occupation.

Normal controls for this test were 15 subjects with a mean age of 29.5 years (SD 8.9, range 21–52 years).

Famous face imagery
This consisted of 37 questions. These 37 were culled from a larger series of questions using two inclusion criteria for the final battery: (i) that at least 70% of normal controls chose to respond to it; and (ii) that at least 80% of these normal responders gave the correct answer. Each question required subjects to compare the facial appearance of two celebrities. Eighteen were questions about features (i.e. mouth, nose, eyes, moustache, glasses, mole). Examples include: ‘Who has a wider mouth: Sophia Loren or Ingrid Bergman?’; and ‘Who has the bigger moustache: Adolf Hitler or Josef Stalin?’ Nineteen were questions about the overall facial shape or configuration (i.e. angular, pear-shaped, round, gaunt, pinched, drawn). Examples include: ‘Who has the more angular face: George Washington or Abraham Lincoln?’; and ‘Who has a more pear-shaped face: John F. Kennedy or Richard Nixon?’ The celebrities were chosen to span a wide range of eras, with a concentration of faces familiar before 1990. The questions were mixed in random order. Subjects were allowed to omit a question if they had never heard of one member of the pair or did not recall seeing their face.

The controls for the imagery tasks were 31 normal subjects, of mean age 32.3 years (SD 9.5, range 22–60 years). Normal subjects omitted a mean of 3.6 questions (SD 3.7). We constructed 95% prediction intervals from the control data to define the normal range. The featural and configural components of the test were equivalent in difficulty in controls, with mean accuracy for featural imagery being 0.93 (SD 0.04), and for configural imagery being 0.94 (SD 0.06).

Perception of internal facial configuration
This test was run with a G4 Powermac computer in standard dim room lighting. The stimuli were full-colour digitized frontal images of one male and one female face. Each facial image occupied a square of 250 × 250 pixels. Target faces were made by altering one of four parameters, using Adobe Photoshop 5.0 (Adobe, San Jose, CA, USA). Two changes were increases in feature brightness, one being the colour of both irises, the other being the colour of the mouth. Percentage increases in brightness were 9, 12 and 15%. Two changes were distortions of feature position (Fig. 1). One was a reduction in interocular distance, by 10, 12 or 16 pixels, and one was an elevation of mouth position, by 6, 8 or 10 pixels. There is evidence that these aspects of internal facial structure are perceived by a normal orientation-dependent expert face processing system (Leder and Bruce, 2000; Barton et al., 2001b), and fail to be processed by prosopagnosic patients with right medial occipitotemporal lesions (Barton et al., 2002; Joubert et al., 2003). Therefore, in this report we focus upon the perception of the changes in feature position.

A trial stimulus consisted of three faces seen simultaneously on the screen, arranged equidistant from each other with the lower two slightly offset vertically. The target face occurred with equal probability at any of the three face positions, the other two faces being the same unaltered face. The subject’s task was to indicate which face was the different one, with chance performance being 33% correct. Subjects were given 2 s to view each trial.
We constructed testing blocks using the Superlab 1.71 program (Cedrus, Phoenix, AZ, USA). Each trial stimulus was presented nine times. With three levels of change for each of the four types of feature change, and two faces, there was a total of 216 trials. From the data we obtained an average accuracy score for the 108 trials with a target that had a change in feature position.

We tested 12 normal controls, aged 17–36 years. The mean and variance of their data were used to construct 95% prediction intervals for perception of facial configuration scores.

Analysis

Clusters among the SDD subjects were examined using data from the three different tests (famous face recognition, famous face imagery and perception of facial configuration). Spherically transformed data under a Euclidean metric were used in visualization and analysis; the transformed data were the scores on the three principal components scaled to unit variance. Data were analysed using R statistical software (www.r-project.org) with the add-on package ‘cluster’. The GGobi data visualization system (www.ggobi.org) was used for visual formation of clusters. Additional cluster analyses were performed with both agglomerative and divisive hierarchical algorithms (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990; Everitt et al., 2001). A Monte Carlo test of non-randomness of the transformed data was performed. We generated random uniform data within the cube defined by maximum likelihood estimates derived from the original sphered data. We then compared the distribution of Euclidean distances in the original and simulated data using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. We performed comparisons with 100 simulated datasets, and our test statistic was the number of P values <0.05. For the distribution of this statistic under the null hypothesis, we repeated the procedure 100 times using random datasets, each compared with 100 sets of simulated data.

Results

Face recognition

The key finding on famous face recognition was that eight SDD subjects had very accurate discrimination of face familiarity, with $d' > 2.9$ (Fig. 2, Table 1). This is well within the range of normal subjects, who produced $d'$ ranging from 2.19 to 3.88, and shows that SDD does not always impede the development of a normal ability to recognize facial identity.

There was a clear separation between this normally performing group (SDD-1) and the other 16 SDD subjects, who had $d'$ ranging from 0.75 to 2.25. The scores of this ‘impaired group’ (SDD-2) spanned a range from borderline low-normal to abnormal. However, these SDD-2 subjects were not as impaired on face recognition as our prosopagnosic patients, whose $d'$ ranged from $-0.61$ to $1.12$. Hence the face recognition defect in the impaired SDD-2 group is intermediate, lying in a zone between the normal subjects and the prosopagnosic patients.

Very few faces had to be discarded because the celebrities were unknown to the subjects of either group. The mean number of faces discarded was 0.89 for SDD-1 and 1.38 for the impaired SDD-2 group, an insignificant difference. Both groups also scored well on the name recognition control tests. On the paired-name test, SDD-1 subjects correctly identified the famous name on 98% of trials and SDD-2 subjects on 96% of trials. On sorting famous names by occupation, SDD-1 subjects were 100% accurate and SDD-2 subjects 98% accurate. These findings verify that the SDD subjects had sufficient knowledge of popular culture to perform our famous face recognition test.

Face imagery and perception of facial configuration

These data showed a wide spectrum of results for SDD subjects, from normal performance to impairments as severe as those seen in our prosopagnosic patients (Fig. 3). In relation to
their performance on face recognition, the group with normal recognition did better on both imagery and perception than subjects with poor face recognition, though there was more overlap on the imagery data than on the results for perception of configuration. Thus the data show that ability on these three functions is related.

Our previous study of prosopagnosic patients showed that right occipitotemporal lesions were associated with impaired imagery for general facial configuration, whereas bilateral occipitotemporal lesions were associated with impaired imagery for both configuration and features (Barton and Cherkasova, 2003). The data on these subtests of imagery in our SDD groups did not suggest any greater deficit for configurational imagery over features in the SDD-2 group; however, in the SDD-1 group there was a slight difference of ~6% in favour of better imagery for facial features (paired t-test, \( P < 0.058 \)) (Fig. 4).

### Table 1 Performance of the SDD subgroups and controls on the three face tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Face recognition (d’)</th>
<th>Face imagery (accuracy score)</th>
<th>Face perception (accuracy score)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal controls</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosopagnosic</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDD subjects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impaired</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDD-1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDD-2A</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDD-2B</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Cluster analysis of subgroups of SDD

The Monte Carlo test of non-randomness of the data yielded an expected \( P \) value of 0.03, indicating that clustering was present in the data. This analysis yielded several clusters. One cluster of eight subjects (SDD-1) performed well on recognition, imagery and perception (Fig. 3), with their data located in a zone of normal performance on all three tests. Further segmentation suggested that the impaired cluster of 16 subjects (SDD-2) could be divided into two and possibly three impaired subgroups (Table 1). One subgroup of five subjects (SDD-2A) performed better on imagery and face recognition and worse on configurational perception. Another group of five (SDD-2C) performed better on perception of configuration and poorer on imagery. The third group, SDD-2B, was not as clearly differentiated from SDD-2A. While both SDD-2A and -2B subgroups were similarly impaired on perceptual testing, the SDD-2B group fared worse on imagery. Whether this
represents a distinct cluster or a spectrum of imagery performance within a single group is not clear.

It is of interest to compare the impaired SDD subjects with prosopagnosic patients on the same tests. As mentioned, face recognition was worse in prosopagnosics than SDD subjects. However, performance on imagery and perception showed more overlap between prosopagnosia and the impaired SDD-2 group. The pattern of more selective impairment of perception compared with imagery in SDD-2A is reminiscent of the performance of prosopagnosic patients with lesions of the fusiform face area. This is shown in Table 1 and in the plot of face imagery versus face perception, where SDD-2A subjects had results that overlapped those of prosopagnosic patients with occipitotemporal lesions (Fig. 3C). Patients in the SDD-2C subgroup had low-normal perceptual scores but worse imagery scores. In this sense they resembled the prosopagnosic patient with bilateral anterior temporal lesions, who had normal perceptual abilities but no residual facial imagery. While the SDD-2C group had better imagery capabilities than her, their pattern of results may be suggestive of partial, more anterior temporal dysfunction.

Characteristics of SDD subgroups

We wished to determine whether the groups with normal (SDD-1) and abnormal (SDD-2) face recognition differed on other characteristics (Table 2). There was no significant difference in age, years of education or parental socioeconomic status. Their performance on neuropsychological testing of

Fig. 3 Relation of face imagery, face perceptual discrimination and famous face recognition (d' familiarity). Consider these three measures as the axes of a 3D space. The graphs are projections of the data onto the three planar faces of this space. Symbols as in Fig. 2, with SDD subgroups defined by cluster analysis. Note that SDD-1 subjects perform well on all tests. While both SDD-2A and SDD-2B are impaired on perceptual discrimination, SDD-2B subjects are more impaired on imagery and famous face recognition. The SDD-2C group does well on perceptual discrimination, but is not as good as the SDD-2A group on imagery.

Fig. 4 Feature versus configuration imagery. There is no selective deficit for SDD overall, but the SDD-1 group is slightly better on feature than configuration imagery.
face processing mirrored the results of the above tests. The normal SDD-1 group performed better on the Benton Face Recognition Test and the Warrington Recognition Memory Subtest for Faces than the abnormal SDD-2 group, though the groups performed equally well on the Warrington Subtest for Words and the Benton Line Orientation Test. While their verbal IQs were also similar, there was a trend to worse performance IQ in the group with impaired face recognition.

What about diagnostic criteria? The frequency of diagnoses of Asperger's disorder and SEPD among the groups was similar for SDD-1 (normal recognition) and SDD-2. ²-tests of the distribution of each of these diagnoses across the two main SDD groups were not significant [²(1) = 0.34, P = 0.56 for Asperger; ²(1) = 0.72, P = 0.72 for SEPD]. Thus, having a diagnosis of Asperger or SEPD did not predict whether a subject was more likely to have normal or impaired processing of facial identity. Although there were too few autism patients for statistical evaluation, one of these three patients had normal face processing and two were impaired.

We also examined the degree of self-perceived social dysfunction on the Social Skills Inventory. Published data show a normal range of 250–314. The mean scores for all our subgroups fell below this range, indicating that our subjects were aware of their social difficulties. However, there was no difference in the scores of the SDD-1 and SDD-2 groups: in fact, the SDD-1 mean score was slightly lower than that of the impaired SDD-2 group (Table 2).

Table 2 also shows data for the SDD-2 subgroups, but we considered the numbers in these subdivisions too small for statistical analysis.

**Table 2 Characteristics of the different SDD subgroups**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Normal recognition</th>
<th>Impaired recognition</th>
<th>Impaired recognition subgroups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDD-1</td>
<td>SDD-2</td>
<td>SDD-2A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of subjects</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (number females)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>32.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (years)</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental socioeconomic</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ, verbal</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ, performance</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ, full scale</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic category</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asperger only</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asperger and SEPD</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPD only</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-functioning autism</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Skills Inventory</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuropsychological results</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warrington Words (x/50)</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>48.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benton Line Orientation (x/30)</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warrington Faces (x/50)</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>38.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benton Faces (x/54)</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>43.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P values indicate significant differences between the normal SDD-1 and the impaired SDD-2 subgroups.

**Discussion**

The chief finding of this study was that a distinct subgroup of SDD subjects had normal famous face recognition, which was also accompanied by normal perception of facial configuration, normal imagery for famous faces and good performance on standard neuropsychological tests of face perception and memory. Thus, on a variety of tests that probed different aspects of face processing relevant to the extraction of identity, these subjects repeatedly performed well, with scores comparable to normal subjects. The inescapable conclusion is that processing of facial identity is normal in this SDD-1 subgroup. Therefore, the presence of SDD does not inevitably lead to impaired face recognition.

On the other hand, the second important finding was that a substantial proportion (66%) of SDD subjects were impaired on face recognition. Significantly, baseline characteristics or the specific SDD diagnosis based upon current clinical criteria (Asperger’s disorder, high-functioning autism or SEPD) did not differ between those with impaired versus those with normal face recognition skills. The inescapable conclusion is that processing of facial identity is normal in this SDD-1 subgroup. Therefore, the presence of SDD does not inevitably lead to impaired face recognition.

The face recognition and face perception deficits in the impaired SDD-2 group were generally not as profound as those in the prosopagnosic patients, however. Only a few subjects had d’ values in the upper range of prosopagnosic subjects. These few individuals might be considered equivalent to the rare case reports of prosopagnosia with SDD in the literature (Kracke, 1994; Pietz et al., 2003); otherwise, most SDD-2 subjects had an intermediate face recognition defect, lying between the normal subjects and the prosopagnosic patients.
How do our data compare with previous reports? Compared with the work on facial expression, there are few studies on face perception and recognition in SDD, most of which have studied autism rather than Asperger’s disorder or SEPD. While there is general agreement that autistic children do recognize the object category of faces (Volkmar et al., 1989; Teunisse and De Gelder, 1994), i.e. at an elementary categorical level, the data on the more difficult subordinate (‘within-category’) process of perceiving and recognizing the identity of specific faces have been mixed in these disorders.

One ‘within-category’ task is matching simultaneously viewed novel faces, as assessed by instruments like the Benton Face Recognition Test. Studies have reported deficits in matching faces for autistic children (Tantam et al., 1989), as well as children with high-functioning autism or Asperger’s disorder (Szatmari et al., 1990; Davies et al., 1994). However, one study of autistic children did not find this for either full or partially obscured faces, in contrast to deficits for matching facial emotions (Hobson et al., 1988). Our perceptual test for facial configuration is a more controlled variant of face matching, as it requires subjects to determine which two of three faces are identical, the third differing in a very specific manner. The results show that face perception deficits do exist in a subset of SDD subjects, and that these disturbances persist into adult life. Therefore, this group has a persistent disability, and not just delayed maturation of facial perceptual skills.

A related task to perceptual matching is delayed recognition. This requires subjects to recognize recently encountered faces that are presented again after a variable interval. The Warrington Recognition Memory Test is an example. One study found normal performance in autistic children, in contrast to impaired recognition of expression (Celani et al., 1999). However, other studies have found deficits in delayed recognition of faces in childhood autism (Boucher and Lewis, 1992; Klin et al., 1999).

Although matching and delayed recognition likely measure abilities relevant to identity recognition, they are not defining criteria for prosopagnosia. Rather, the core defect of this disorder is the inability to recognize known faces. Very few studies have examined this function. Some have shown intact recognition of upright faces in autistic children (Langdell, 1978; Teunisse and De Gelder, 1994), although the mechanism of recognition may have differed from normal subjects, as autistic children place less emphasis on the upper face (Langdell, 1978). One study of autistic children found impaired recognition of school staff. However, inspection of the data shows that a substantial number of autistic subjects performed in the same range as the controls (Boucher et al., 1998). Our results extend this work to adult patients with Asperger’s disorder and SEPD, and also show a similar spectrum of ability, with some subjects performing normally and some impaired.

The identification of SDD subjects with normal face recognition poses a challenge for the hypothesis that the presence of social dysfunction impedes the development of normal face recognition. This hypothesis, in its most restrictive form, would predict that all SDD subjects would be impaired. Our data show that this is not the case. A more liberal form might state that face recognition deficits would exist, but be modulated by the severity of social dysfunction. Quantifying social dysfunction is a difficult task, particularly in adults. We used the Social Skills Inventory to attempt to capture this aspect. The results showed no difference between the normal SDD-1 group and the impaired SDD-2 group. While this instrument is limited in that it is a subjective rather than an objective index of social disability, the results agree with a prior study of children that found that social function does not correlate with the competency of face processing (Klin et al., 1999).

An alternative hypothesis is that face processing impairments are primary deficits in these patients and not caused by the social disorder. In addition to the fact that SDD does not preclude normal face recognition, the finding of distinct impaired SDD-2 subgroups would support this hypothesis. This finding suggests that there may be different types of face-processing failures within the SDD-2 group, much as acquired prosopagnosia is itself a family of dysfunctions, each affecting a different level in the face-processing hierarchy (Barton, 2003). Thus, the SDD-2A group’s pattern of deficits on our tests of imagery and perception resembles a milder version of the defect in prosopagnosic patients with medial occipitotemporal lesions in the region of the fusiform face area (Barton et al., 2002). As such, this provides a behavioural parallel to reports that adults with Asperger’s disorder or autism have impaired activation of the fusiform face area during face matching (Schultz et al., 2000) or judgements of expression or sex (Critchley et al., 2000; Pierce et al., 2001). In normal subjects, the fusiform face area is activated most during functional imaging by tasks involving recognizing facial identity (Haxby et al., 2000); hence, abnormalities in this region might be associated with face recognition impairments in SDD. On the other hand, patterns of impaired imagery with relatively spared perception of facial configuration would be more suggestive of a failure to access facial memories, an associative type of defect that resembles the results in a prosopagnosic patient with bilateral anterior temporal lesions (Barton and Cherkasova, 2003).

The possibility that impaired perceptual processing exists in SDD is supported by other data. One study found impaired perception of the configuration of non-facial abstract visual stimuli (Davies et al., 1994), and we are also currently examining the perception of spatial configuration in abstract dot patterns in our patients. Whether a perceptual deficit could play a causal role in social dysfunction, as others have hypothesized (Kracke, 1994), is less certain, however. It must also be considered that face processing impairments and SDD may be associated deficits with no causal relationship. That is, face perceptual deficits may be correlated with SDD through some shared anatomical or physiological susceptibility to a pathogenetic mechanism. For example, some hypothesize that damage to a mesolimbic system in the frontal and temporal lobes is at fault in autism (Damasio and Maurer, 1978), and indeed there are cases of autistic-like syndromes with temporal lobe lesions (DeLong et al., 1981; Gillberg, 1986, 1991;
Mottron et al., 1997). Since the temporal lobe is involved in high-level visual processing, visual dysfunction may be an additional result, but this could represent ‘bystander’ damage to neighbouring visual areas rather than a causal relationship. More rigorous study of the social function of developmental prosopagnosias would be helpful in this regard. If the face recognition defect in early-onset prosopagnosia is found to correlate with social dysfunction, this would be more plausible evidence for a causal link.

In conclusion, we find that SDD is compatible with normal face recognition skills. Among those in whom processing of facial identity is impaired, there is a subgroup with perceptual deficits that implicates dysfunction of medial occipitotemporal cortex. Further studies contrasting the functional and structural imaging of this region between normal and impaired subgroups of SDD would be useful in advancing our knowledge of this disorder. Perceptual and structural heterogeneity of face processing in SDD may imply a pathogenetic heterogeneity to SDD itself, which in turn would have important implications for genetic and rehabilitative studies of SDD. The status of face perception and recognition in this syndrome may prove to be an important marker in future work on the Asperger and SEPD syndromes.
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